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Building Glas & Plastic Bottle Houses :
This is an effective solution for reusing the plastic. Bottles have the following advantages over bricks and
other construction materials.
A mud-filled bottle is as strong as a brick and whatever you can do with a brick, you can do with a bottle
too. Plus it has got lots of advantages too...
Low cost - non-Brittle - (Unlike bricks)- Absorbs abrupt shock loads (earthquake friendly)- Since they
are not brittle, they can take up heavy loads without failure - Bio climatic - Re-usable - Less
construction material - Easy to build - Green Construction – No more Pollution in Rainforest, River, Sea,
Fish & Human!
This building method is good for any type of climate, the sand in the bottles absorbs heat.
In that the construction method itself provides thermal storage (thick, heavy walls), no thermal mass needs
to be imported into the structure to store the heat gained by the solar array of South-facing windows, as is
necessary in stick-framed passive solar homes. This inherent thermal mass storage and the almost
continuous addition of vast amounts of heat via the solar windows, keeps the inside temperature relatively
consistent within "normal" living temperatures, once the thermal mass of the house "charges" with heat. The
plumbing in this house would never freeze, in spite of outside temperatures being well below 0˚F, because
the biggest part of it is well below the "frostline
The US Consumes 1500 Plastic Water Bottles Every Second ... Out of the 35 billion bottles of water being
bought each year, 500 Billion worldwide! (Only around 27% of Bottles are recycled. Garbage thrown into
the oceans kills as many as 1.000,000 sea creatures every year! With our Program Plastic Bottles get a value
worldwide!
60 sqare feet are 6000 Bottles. In cold areas we have the solar heating effect too! The costs of one family
house are between 500 $ to 3000 $. To be build in 1 to 3 weeks!
Target: Build recycling eco examples and pet villages in Nepal and India as marketing plan with lots of
sideeffects worldwide! Tourist attraction too! GREEN ASIA NOW!

WE COLLECT BOTTLES TOGETHER WITH STREETKIDS AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS! GUESTHOUSE CALL
US! WE TAKE URE BOTTLES AWAY! BE GOOD TO NATURE SUPPORT OUR ACTIVITIES! PLEASE CALL US! HELP
NEPAL & THE PLANET & YOURSELF! WE START NOW! MONEY NEEDED! BABU CALL 01-9851045883

